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Pandemonium and parade

Review: Pandemonium and Parade: Japanese Monsters and the Culture of Yokai Michael Dylan Foster (University of California Press, 2009) By A. Johnson Both fascinating and irritatingly diffuse, Michael Dylan Foster's Pandemonium and Parade is an important contribution to the small body of the fair in
English on the phenomenon of Japanese yokai. Diffuse, because it deals with the conceptualization of yokai of the eighteenth century by the twenty-first, touching on the disciplines of natural history, literature, folklore, and fascinating, and fascinating because it somehow, despite its clumsiness, succeeds
in offering readers an effective introduction to yokai as well as a compelling analysis of four particular manifestations of yokai during that period. One of the virtues of the book is the introduction of untranslated Japanese research to English-speaking readers and its movement among an enviable array of
disciplines. Using four extended cultural moments, Foster connects a certain efflorescence of yokai to a particular area of study: natural history, science, museums, and contemporary media. He argues that the yokai discourse at these times was particularly prominent and characteristic of broader cultural
concerns (4). Instead of making a fully elaborated argument about yokai as a representative of Japanese national identity, however, Foster's central project is the deceptively simple one of developing a way of talking about the smooth creatures operating under the banner of yokai. Yokai was not always -
and to some extent still not - a clear category of creature. For example, they are linked to monsters, ghosts, demons and kami, among others. Yanagita Kunio identified yokai as kami cases, while Komatsu Kazuhiko as unworshipped kami (15 review). But yokai are delicious, sometimes creepy, at the
same time all and none of these, something completely different. Foster argues that yokai is partly a vocabulary for articulating the human emotion of fear, a process similar to the production of a metaphor (11, 12). And yet, yokai also a tension between the anxious and the comic. Foster describes them
as supernormal rather than supernatural, within the confines of the 'natural' but still out of the ordinary (16). As Foster points out, the history of yokai is very much the history of efforts to describe and define the object is considered (2). Attempts to define yokai often lead to lists of examples. Foster argues
that ultimately, a list may demand the only possible answer: the meaning of yokai, their existence, comes only with naming, list and organization and the implicit interpretation of such practices (12). So, the first efflorescence Foster uses the lens of natural history, describing eighteenth-century
encyclopedias and catalogs of yokai. yokai. eighteenth-century scholars, what is most satisfying about Foster's book is the extensive discussion of Toriyama Sekien's Gazu hyakkiyagyo (1712 - 1788), a four-volume encyclopedia-cum-catalogue of yokai, and his creative milieu. Hyakkiyago roughly
translates as the night procession of a hundred demons, a tradition dating back to at least the thirteenth century in which the invisible (unseen) is transformed into a spectacle. Not only is the late eighteenth century the culmination of Yokai's popularity for their twentieth-century revival, but, Foster argues,
it's the moment Yokai has become a separate category of creature, distinct from demons, more substantial than ghosts. It is Sekien's catalogues that give the clearest example of Foster's claim about yokai, that they combine two seemingly contradictory ways of discourse, the 'encyclopedic' and the
'playful' - the respective parade and pandemonium of the book's title. Foster's research of yokai in this chapter, Natural History of the Weird: Encyclopedias, Spooky Stories, and the Bestiaries of Toriyama Sekien, does not include all Tokugawa-period attitudes towards yokai, but it does offer an excellent
introduction to Sekien's version. And since, in addition to the own value of his hyakkiyago, Sekien's yokai have been incredibly influential since their first appearance, this section is particularly valuable. Foster focuses on Sekien's works rather than pursuing a historical or materialistic path of research–the
relationship between yokai and the development of the meaning of a Japanese nation, a complex story involving both the Chinese legacy of a significant amount of yokai lore, as well as the encyclopedic compulsion; the place of yokai catalogues within the bustling industry of books; or the relationship of
the catalogues with contemporary poetry, for example. The chapter opens these and many other intriguing areas ripe for research in English, but doing well to hold the ground can effectively relate. Among the notable aspects of Sekien's catalogs are that they are of specifically Japanese beings and that
each of these creatures is presented separately, an entry, rather than part of a parade. Sekien, like previous compilers, pulls together previous documentation, folklore, and his own observations to work out his entries (62). These entries go from simple in the first parts to cumbersome and witty
commentary in the latter, in which he even offers some yokai of his own imagination (70). Foster argues that it is also Sekien's catalogs in which we can observe yokai progress from abstract phenomena to more concrete beings, from strange events to strange things. An example of this shift is Sekien's
visualisation of a phenomenon of mysterious sounds radiating[ing] from a house. House. Sekien's drawing, yanari being small anthropomorphic creatures rattling the exterior walls of a house (62). In addition to this concretization of previously unkunkunkpable phenomena, Sekien also synthesizes yokai
from different regions, making them more Japanese and less locally specific. According to Foster, Yokai Sekien formed or manufactured his members of a distinctly Japanese pantheon of strange creatures, specifically suitable for the Japanese landscape, and the encyclopedic mode he toys with has
become the standard format for their articulation (74). We can see this in the eighteenth-century yokai karuta, a memory card game in which the goal is to identify yokai based on a description of their characteristics, to the twentieth-century phenomenon pokémon. In English: Marilyn Ivy, Discourses of the
Vanishing: Modernity, Phantasm, Japan (U of CP, 1995) Gerald Figal, Civilization and Monsters: Spirits of Modernity in Meiji Japan (Duke, 1999) Noriko Reider, Japanese Demon Lore: Oni from Ancient Times to the Present (Utah SUP, 2010) Works Cited Figal, Gerald. Pandemonium and Parade:
Japanese monsters and the culture of Yokai (review). The Journal of Japanese Studies. 36:1 Winter 2010: 158 – 162. Shimazaki, Satoko, Pandemonium and Parade: Japanese Monsters and the Culture of Yokai (review). Monumenta Nipponica 64:2 Autumn 2009: 405 – 408. Waterspites, mountain
gnomes, shape-shifting animals and monsters known as yôkai have long haunted the Japanese cultural landscape. This history of the strange and mysterious in Japan seeks out these creatures in folklore, encyclopedias, literature, art, science, games, manga, magazines and films, exploring their
meanings in the Japanese cultural imagination and offering an abundance of valuable and, until now, understudied material. Michael Dylan Foster has followed yôkai for more than three centuries, from their appearance in seventeenth-century natural histories to their starring role in twentieth-century
popular media. He focuses on the intertwining of faith and commodification, fear and pleasure, horror and humor and highlights different views on the natural and the ordinary and sheds light on broader social and historical paradigms – and ultimately on the construction of Japan as a nation. Waterspites,
mountain gnomes, shape-shifting animals and monsters known as yôkai have long haunted the Japanese cultural landscape. This history of the strange and mysterious in Japan seeks out these creatures in folklore, encyclopedias, literature, art, science, games, manga, magazines and films, exploring
their meanings in the Japanese cultural imagination and offering an abundance of valuable and, until now, understudied material. Michael Dylan Foster tracks yôkai over three centuries, from their appearance in natural histories to their starring starring in the twentieth-century popular media. He focuses on
the intertwining of faith and commodification, fear and pleasure, horror and humor and highlights different views on the natural and the ordinary and sheds light on broader social and historical paradigms – and ultimately on the construction of Japan as a nation. Start your assessment of Pandemonium
and Parade: Japanese monsters and the culture of Yokai Неймовчрно круте дослдддення японсьод демонологň, йокай, монстрзв звизазв, якз пов'язанз з ними. Якби мої студенти могли легко читати англійською і досліджували саме цю тему, то для них - фундаментальне джерело усіх
наступних класичних джерел. Мало ілюстрацій - власне заради них випадково скачав цю монографію, але.. зміст вимальований дуже і дуже на високому рівні. Рекомендую усім фанатам японської культури і дослідникам також. Неймовірно круте дослідження японської демонології,
йокай, монстрів і звичаїв, які пов'язані із ними. Якби мої студенти могли легко читати англійською і досліджували саме цю тему, то для них - фундаментальне джерело усіх наступних класичних джерел. Мало ілюстрацій - власне заради них випадково скачав цю монографію, але.. зміст
вимальований дуже і дуже на високому рівні. Рекомендую усім фанатам японської культури і дослідникам також. ... more I understand Pokemon (and other products of Japanese cultural heritage yada yada) a whole lot better now. I am very much in the middle about this book; It wasn't fantastic,
but it wasn't bad either. It's an academic read so it can be quite dry in parts. Overall, I thought the information was presented quite nicely and it kept my interest enough to finish the book, although it took me a while. I was a little disappointed as I thought it would be more about specific monsters in
Japanese folklore. Instead, it focused on the mysterious in Japan. I was also very disappointed that the author used Freud I'm very much in the middle about this book; It wasn't fantastic, but it wasn't bad either. It's an academic read so it can be quite dry in parts. Overall I thought the information was
presented very nicely and it kept my interest enough to finish the book, even though it cost me For a while. I was a little disappointed as I thought it would be more about specific monsters in Japanese folklore. Instead, it focused on the mysterious in Japan. I was also very disappointed that the author
used Freud very heavily in his analysis. The pace seemed to pick up a little more as the author got closer to the contemporary. All in all ok, but I don't think I'll be reading this author any time soon. ... more Good books for academics who want to study about Yokai. Although Japanese things have been
part of the American landscape for decades, the culture - and especially traditional culture - has been largely misrepresented, reaching us through distorted filters such as samurai films, anime and manga, and horribly inaccurate novels such as James Clavell's Shogun. However, there are a few
encouraging trends aimed at dispelling these cultural myths, including the increasing number of books published in the English language on Yes Although Japanese things have been part of the American landscape for decades, culture - and especially traditional culture - has been largely misrepresented,
and reaches us through distorted filters such as samurai films. , anime and manga, and horribly inaccurate novels such as James Clavell's Shogun. However, there are a few encouraging trends aimed at dispelling these cultural myths, one of them being the increasing number of books being published in
English about Japan's very rich repository of folklore and folkways. One of the most bizarre and fascinating aspects of this traditional folklore is yōkai, the horde of traditional monsters and ghosts that haunt stories and legends, log prints and ancient photo reels. These yōkai are the subject of
Pandemonium and Parade, a new book by Indiana University professor Michael Dylan Foster. Unlike the mostly generic and amorphous Western concept of 'monster', the yōkai are many and varied, usually numbered at more than two hundred, each of which are illustrated and described in terms of their
habitat, behavior and origin. Foster's book traces the history of faith and disbelief in these ghosts, from early images in story collections and photo reels from the twelfth century, through their inclusion in Edo period (1603-1868) encyclopedias, all the way up to the current folklore studies movement and
popularization in the Japanese mass media. Foster does an admirable job in describing a few typical yōkai, allowing the uninitiated reader to get a general feel for these legendary creatures and what was so appealing to them to the Japanese of historical and present ages. He highlights how they play on
cultural fears, fears and taboos, highlights how their representation in different art forms as grotesque and bizarrely changed the fear they inspired into something that may be familiar laughed at, and explores how their presence today offers a sense of nostalgia and a living link to a longing past that
makes sense and relevance. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the subject is yōkai's role in expressing the wonder and curiosity that humanity has felt worldwide through almost every period of its history. Yōkai are both weird, provoking us to ask 'Why is that the way it is?', and mysterious, calling into
us a sense of something transcendent and alien. As monsters and ghosts, they remind us that we are not as knowledgeable or strong as we think we are, and that there is much in the world that we do not currently understand -- and may never understand. Pandemonium and Parade deals with these
themes thoroughly and insightfully and explores not only the phenomenon yōkai, but also the various other ways in which the Japanese have experienced the mysterious and the strange. Foster also discusses how yōkai has weaved his way in and out of faith, sometimes becoming mere cultural artifacts,



or evidence of superstition that must be eradicated in the face of progress. But far from evaporating into the harsh electric lights of modernity, the spirits and apparitions of Japan have become symbols of a cultural heritage, used as corporate logos, symbols of local tourism, and emblems of rural
revitalization. As mentioned above, Foster's book is part of a burgeoning collection of materials about Japanese folklore published in recent years, as well as in the near future. Others of note (to name just a few) include Stephen Addiss' Japanese Ghosts and Demons, Gerald Figal's Civilization and
Monsters, Kunio Yanagita's Legends of Tōno, and the website The Obakemono Project [obakemono.com]. These works illuminate not only cultural truths of a particular nation, but aspects of universal human experience. As the contemporary folklorist Kazuhiko Komatsu has said, the study of folklore is
cultural studies, a 'human-ology', which seeks to study human and human experience through the lens of tradition. Foster's Pandemonium and Parade serves to clarify that lens for an American readership. ... More Pandemonium and Parade is an interesting mix of intellectual history and folklore fair.
Foster uses important periods of Japanese history to frame his discussion, showing how authors of different eras approached the yokai - supernatural beings who, according to Foster, are uniquely Japanese in character. The study focuses on a limited set of yokai writers spanning three centuries. The
neo-Confucian Edo period, for example, is represented by the bestiaries of Toriyama Sekien, co Pandemonium and Parade is an interesting mix of intellectual history and folklore fair. Foster uses important periods of Japanese history to frame his discussion, showing how authors of different eras
approached the yokai - - creatures that, foster maintains, are uniquely Japanese in character. The study focuses on a limited set of yokai writers spanning three centuries. For example, the neo-Confucian Edo period is represented by the bestiaria of Toriyama Sekien, whose collections of supernatural
beings run parallel to the encyclopedic zeitgeist of the time. Examining the early Meiji period and his mania for Western-style rationalization, Foster focuses on the work of Inoue Enryo, whose detailed studies attempt to debunk and explain traditional supernaturalism, often through the prism of Freudian
psychology. Pandemonium and Parade, which dates back to the twentieth century, shows how yokai was increasingly used by fiction writers as expressions of nostalgia; this sentiment is characterized by a poignant anecdote about a tanuki (a shape-shifting racy dog with a traditional love of tunnels) being
run over by a train. By the end of the book, we see Yokai being used more inventively, with manga artists such as Mizuki Shigeru creating new characters, and the encyclopedic tradition experiencing a distinct rebirth. Foster's study is not itself a compilation of yokai stories. Rather, it's a detailed
examination of trends in Japanese thinking and how they are reflected in yokai folklore and creative work, including nodding to international sensations that have their roots in yokai tradition – such as Godzilla and the Pokémon mythos. Somewhat unexpectedly, Foster draws on nationalist theorists like
Benedict Anderson to argue that the yokai are a self-aware Japanese mode of expression and celebration of national character. Although the yokai have their profession abroad, Foster points out that most internationally successful adaptations of yokai motifs are extensively styled, and that more
traditional characterizations - even in modern works in the present day - have very limited appeal outside Japan. Pandemonium and Parade is an intellectually disciplined examination of change in one aspect of Japanese thinking integrated over time with broader changes in society, and will be a
rewarding reading for those with an interest in intellectual history and folkloristists. The book still bears the structural characteristics of a thesis, however, missing some of the rhetorical niceties that similar works use to guide readers through their subjects. As such, although an excellent study, this book
may not be as approachable as it could be. ... more A wealth of information for those interested in the history of yōkai. Unfortunately, this often reads like a PhD extended in a book, with walkable which, while often interesting in itself, are not so much fun to read as a whole. Foster is at his best when the
focus is clear, as in his in-depth critique of the Kuchi-sake-onna (slit-mouth-woman) phenomena of the 70s. Like his subjects of analysis (the Japanese people), he categorizes samples samples ghosts in an understandable cultural A wealth of information for those interested in the history of yōkai.
Unfortunately, this often reads like a phD extensively in a book, with walkable tangents that, while often interesting in themselves, are not so fun to read as a whole. Foster is at his best when the focus is clear, as in his in-depth critique of the Kuchi-sake-onna (slit-mouth-woman) phenomena of the 70s.
Like his subjects of analysis (the Japanese people), he categorizes monsters and minds in an understandable cultural history, and almost manages to move beyond this project into a less past-oriented terrain in the final chapters... As it is, this is an interesting examination of folklore metamorphosis over
the centuries. ... more This book was very long and dense, because I was very unfamiliar with the subject. I took notes and often retread sections, but I really enjoyed it. I now have a list of creatures to research, books to watch translations of and movies so that I could understand the subject more than
just fleeting. This book was a great introduction into the Japanese world of supernatural beings and their history. An academic but accessible study on the folklore, history and anthropology of yokai. Segues beautiful in the modern influences of yokai and pop culture. If you want a detailed and well
researched treatment of yokai, then this is it. An excellent job however which with more of a passing interest rate can find it a bit heavy going at times. I was very happy to see that a book like this had finally been written. This book looks at the history of youkai in Japanese pop culture. Although it requires
some knowledge of Japanese history, it does a very good job of educating the reader about the function of at least one aspect of the supernatural in Japanese culture. Good book about Japanese yokai (like fairies but better and harder to classify)- the best in English I have been able to find. Good book
about Japanese yokai (like fairies but better and harder to classify)- the best in English I have been able to find. ... more For anyone interested in the folklore studies of Japan - this is the MUST-READ book. When Michael Dylan Foster gets tenure I hope he revisits this topic... without the truly terrible
academic writing. Do you like Yokai? Then you're going to love this. Do you like Yokai? Then you're going to love this. ... More... More
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